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Abstract
Foredunes are important features within coastal landscapes, yet there are relatively few medium to long-term
studies on how they evolve and change over time. This study of Australia's New SouthWales (NSW) foredunes
has used 70 years of aerial photographs (or photogrammetry) and recent Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) datasets to assess multi-decadal fluctuations in foredune morphology. It was shown that over the
past 70 years NSW foredunes have exhibited considerable spatial variation, ranging from accretion/
aggradation to recession. Those sites that accreted predominantly extended seaward as new incipient dunes,
gaining a maximum of 235 m3 m-1 in sand volume over the study period (for the entire dune system). These
sites were commonly found in the north of the state, within closed sediment compartments, and with strong
onshore (and alongshore) wind climates present (increasing the potential for aeolian sand transport). Stable
foredunes were those that remained within +/- 50 m3 m-1 of their initial volume and managed to recover
from the various storm impacts over the study period. The majority of these sites were found within the
central to southern half of the state, behind embayed beaches, and within leaky sediment compartments, or
those that have estuarine sinks. Finally, those foredunes in recession have retreated landwards and/or have
reduced in height or width, and lost up to 437 m3 m-1 of sand volume over the study period. There was no
clear spatial trend for these sites; however, generally they were found in compartments that had unusual
orientations, had disruptions in longshore drift/cross shore sand delivery (i.e., rocky reefs), or were being
impacted by humans (i.e., the installation of river training walls, sand bypassing systems, or coastal
management programs). This study has shown that NSW foredunes have undergone substantial recent
changes and, by understanding their past history, will provide better insight into how they can be managed
into the future.
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Abstract: Foredunes are important features within coastal landscapes, yet there are relatively few
medium to long-term studies on how they evolve and change over time. This study of Australia’s
New South Wales (NSW) foredunes has used 70 years of aerial photographs (or photogrammetry)
and recent Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) datasets to assess multi-decadal fluctuations in
foredune morphology. It was shown that over the past 70 years NSW foredunes have exhibited
considerable spatial variation, ranging from accretion/aggradation to recession. Those sites that
accreted predominantly extended seaward as new incipient dunes, gaining a maximum of 235 m3
m−1 in sand volume over the study period (for the entire dune system). These sites were commonly
found in the north of the state, within closed sediment compartments, and with strong onshore
(and alongshore) wind climates present (increasing the potential for aeolian sand transport). Stable
foredunes were those that remained within +/− 50 m3 m−1 of their initial volume and managed to
recover from the various storm impacts over the study period. The majority of these sites were found
within the central to southern half of the state, behind embayed beaches, and within leaky sediment
compartments, or those that have estuarine sinks. Finally, those foredunes in recession have retreated
landwards and/or have reduced in height or width, and lost up to 437 m3 m−1 of sand volume over
the study period. There was no clear spatial trend for these sites; however, generally they were found
in compartments that had unusual orientations, had disruptions in longshore drift/cross shore sand
delivery (i.e., rocky reefs), or were being impacted by humans (i.e., the installation of river training
walls, sand bypassing systems, or coastal management programs). This study has shown that NSW
foredunes have undergone substantial recent changes and, by understanding their past history, will
provide better insight into how they can be managed into the future.
Keywords: foredunes; morphodynamics; remote Sensing; LiDAR; photogrammetry; dune accretion;
dune recession; coastal sediment compartments; NSW Australia
1. Introduction
Many shorelines around the world have been in a state of continual change over the past century.
There are those that have experienced persistent erosion, causing the shoreline to recede [1,2], whereas
others that have accreted sand and prograded seaward [2–4]. Causes for these behaviours vary with
location, but can be related to both short-term impacts (such as storms) and longer-term processes.
Longer-term processes include the following: Changes in sea level [5]; onshore transport of offshore
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reserves of sand [4,6]; changes in modal wave direction and altered efficiency and direction of longshore
sediment transport [2,7]; changing supply of sediment from river sources [2,8]; all of which can also be
exacerbated by human impact and management (i.e., river mouth groynes/jetties). Effective coastal
management requires in-depth understanding and knowledge about both the short-term changes
and medium to longer-term trends of local shorelines, in order to assess the risks facing current
development and those in the future [9,10].
Sandy shorelines make up approximately 61% of the NSW coastline [11], much of which is backed
by dunes and/or foredunes. Foredunes offer a natural buffer to coastal ecosystems and backshore
infrastructure, sheltering them from storm impact [12,13]. Foredunes also act as an effective medium
to long-term indicator for shoreline behaviour and evolution [9,14]. Previous research on the NSW
coast has provided detailed frameworks for understanding the morphological differences between
coastal compartments and their evolution on geologic (especially Pleistocene–Holocene) timescales
(e.g., Roy et al. [15]; Cowell et al. [16]; Kinsela et al. [17]; and Oliver et al. [18]). These studies
have differentiated whether a foredune is part of a prograded, stationary, or receded barrier system.
In the case of prograded systems in NSW, the characteristic morpho-stratigraphic features include a
sequence of foredune ridges that have regressed seawards over thousands of years. Stationary (or
aggradational) barriers have developed vertically and, generally, have formed a single large dune
feature. Receded barriers, on the other hand, are smaller sand complexes that are reworked over mud
or peat when backed by lagoons, or sand/beach deposits, and can retreat landwards over geologic
timescales [15]. Coastal behaviour at intermediate or engineering timescales (1–100 year timescale) is
less well understood (especially on larger spatial scales, e.g., entire coastlines) [19], as there is limited
time series data that covers this scale [2,20,21]. It is the intermediate scale, however, that is most
relevant to coastal planning and management, so uncertainties surrounding shoreline stability at these
timescales need to be further examined [20].
In a review of foredune morphodynamics, Hesp [14] provided a general conceptual model that
anticipates the medium to long-term (intermediate timescale) evolution of a shoreline dominated by
foredunes (Figure 1). In this model, and illustrated in Figure 1, foredunes may form as several different
morph-ecological types, ranging from stage 1 to 5; where stage 1 are those dunes that have 0–100%
vegetation cover, to stage 5 which generally have 0–20% vegetation cover (Figure 1, 1–3). In Figure 1,
panels 1–3 illustrate the two end extremes for this model, as well as the intermediate stage. Foredunes
may remain in one of these stages for most of their existence, or can progress through the “stages” as
an evolutionary sequence both temporally and spatially. Sand deposition and re-vegetation can take
place (e.g., stage 2 grading to stage 1), or alternatively, aeolian erosion, human impact and modification,
reduction in vegetation cover, or wave erosion can occur (e.g., transition from Stage 3 to 4 to 5) [14].
Foredunes that are stage 1, 2, or 3 (Figure 1, 1–2) can either continue to slowly build vertically, build
seaward, or both (i.e., aggrading) (Figure 1b–c) or have new foredunes form seaward of them as shoreline
progradation takes place (Figure 1a). Stage 3 foredunes can also be found on shorelines experiencing
long-term stability, where they fluctuate and experience both erosion and accretion (Figure 1c,d).
Finally, stage 3–5 dunes are commonly found on more recessional shorelines, where the foredune may
erode gradually, transgress landward, or destabilise and become a blowout (Figure 1d,e) [14,22–25].
With the exception of one site in central NSW [26], the evolutionary pathways proposed by Hesp [14]
are based principally on sediment budget and sea-level scenarios found elsewhere around the world.
The focus of this study is on how foredunes have evolved in NSW over interannual to multi-decadal
timescales and to test whether they conform to Hesp’s conceptual model (as outlined in Figure 1).
On a global scale, there are only a handful of studies that have looked at regional scale foredune
evolution, especially over the intermediate (or engineering) timescale, which include the following:
Areas of the USA, Canada, The Netherlands, and Italy [8,23,27–30]. In NSW, there have been several
localised investigations that have looked at foredune (or shoreline) evolution at this timescale, for
example, at Bengello Beach (found in the far-south of NSW), a 45-year beach-foredune monitoring
program is still being conducted, which has documented how those foredunes have eroded as a
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result of major storm events (especially 1974/1978) and their subsequent recovery (Thom et al. [31];
McLean et al. [32], Figure 2). Overall, the foredunes at Bengello have recovered to the volume they
were prior to the major storm events of 1974–1978, and have remained relatively stable since.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of foredune morphology, dynamics, and evolutionary trends on
prograding (a,b), stable (b–d), and eroding (d,e) coastlines. A foredune may develop through
several morpho-ecological stages (1–3), which are strongly controlled by the degree of vegetation cover.
In the longer-term, an established foredune ay be replaced by a new foredune ridge ((a) prograding
coasts), slowly build vertically and or seaward ((b) pro ing to stable), or simply build in place as a
stable feature ((c) stable coast). Alternatively, foredunes may retreat landwards gradually ((d) stable to
eroding), or completely destabilise and move inland as a blowout ((e) receding coasts). Note that the
black arrow indicates the direction of net sand accumulation and the “t” symbols represent an element
of time, where t1 is the earliest time step and t4 is the most recent (based on [14,22,24,32]).
Similarly, the 43-y ar beach profiling conducted at Narrabeen-Coll roy Beach (in Sydney) has
also found the beach-foredune system to be characterised by an apparent state of stability [33,34],
responding to storm events (especially 2016) with initial erosion then slow recovery of the beachface and
dunes (i.e., the beach and dunes fluctuate in sand volume, with no net erosion or accretion). At Dark
Point, in Central NSW, th re is a 40-year record of fored behaviour. This foredune system has
been found to have a net (longer-term) accretional trend over that time, with new incipient foredunes
forming seaward of the system or an older foredune growing vertically after major storm events ([35],
see Figure 3).
Finally, in the northern region of the state, research conducted within the Iluka-Woody Bay
compartment has shown two contrasting foredune and shoreline behaviours. Woody Bay has been
receding at an accelerated rate in the past 100 years, while Iluka has prograded [2]. It was found, for
this area, that fluvial sand supply, a changing wave climate, and associated longshore drift patterns
played a crucial role in the behaviour of the foredunes (and shoreline) over the intermediate timescale.
Other than these few systems, there are no other foredune environments in NSW for which
intermediate timescale information exists. This is of concern, as this type of data is essential for effective
coastline management [9]. This study, therefore, aims to investigate how the NSW foredunes have
changed over the past seven decades, to determine whether they have prograded, eroded, or remained
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stationary, and to test whether they conform to Hesp’s conceptual model (Figure 1, Hesp [14,25]).
The second major focus involves evaluating potential controls on beach and foredune behaviour,
specifically those related to different wind and wave climates, characteristics of sediment supply and
longshore sediment transport, as well as regional sediment compartment dynamics.
Providing this information to coastal managers will offer insight into what and where future
research needs to be focused and to better prepare for the varying impacts of climate change. Such
things include species invasion, sand supply changes, sea-level rise, and differing patterns of storminess,
which all may interact in ways which make coastal protection a real issue, particularly in Australia
where the majority of the population lives in the coastal zone [36].
2. Regional Setting
NSW extends from 28–38◦ S latitude and has an embayed coast where rocky cliff headlands
alternate with sandy embayments, which have been infilled to differing degrees with late Pleistocene
and Holocene sediment [37]. Along the coast, these sandy embayments vary in nature and size,
with differing dimensions of the continental shelf, as well as beach and dune sands forming barrier
complexes of varying dimensions, each fronted by an active beach and foredune [38]. The major
geological divisions of the NSW coast vary latitudinally, where from north–south they include Wandilla
Province, Clarence-Morton Basin, New England Fold Belt, Sydney Basin, and Lachlan Fold Belt
(Figure 2 and Table 1).
The NSW geology provides the framework that influenced the evolution of the coast, including
the forces controlling the lineation of the continental margin and the basic structural and lithologic
patterns of the hinterland [39]. Table 1 and Figure 2 both illustrate the influence this geology has on
coastal emabyments along the NSW coast. Generally, it can be divided into two main categories, the
‘subdued’ north coast (transition zone between Coffs Harbour and Newcastle) and the ‘rugged’ south
(south of transition zone) [40]. The ‘subdued’ section of the coast refers to areas of low to moderate
relief, where embayments are broad and headlands are relatively less obvious (Figure 2B,C). The
‘rugged’ section (predominantly the southern section) refers to areas that have a hilly hinterland directly
behind the coast (high relief), more prominent headlands, and bays/embayments are generally small
and narrow [20,39] (Figure 2D,E). The varying coastal relief and embayment types along the NSW
coast can, therefore, directly be attributed to the differing geology (Figure 2), as well as the subsequent
fluvial erosion that has occurred along NSW in the past (predominantly during the Cainozoic).
The various geologic provinces along the coastline have formed distinct sediment compartments,
which are a section of coast within which similar processes operate, and they are generally bounded by
broad scale structural features that often impede alongshore transport of sediment [19,41]. Sediment
compartments also allow scientists to understand the movement of sediment in, out, and around
beaches in much more detail [19]. Along the wave-dominated NSW coast, southeasterly swell waves
drive a dominant northerly longshore sand transport. This transport of sediment is interrupted, by
headlands in the south of the state, and only becomes more continuous in northern NSW, where
headlands are less prominent (Figure 2 and Table 1).
In terms of climate, winds are particularly important climatic processes for dunes, as they transport
sand from the beach into the foredunes. In the north of the state, ESE–E–SE winds are predominantly
responsible for sand drift and potentially dune development. In the central regions of the state, SSE–S
winds become more predominant, while in the south, ENE winds are important for aeolian sand
transport [42] (Figure 3).
The NSW coast is dominated by east-southeasterly swells, with a mean Ho of 1.6 m (T = 10 s),
a microtidal spring tidal range of 1.6 m, and a neap range of 0.7 m [7,43]. The beaches are highly
dynamic but intermediate beach types predominate with nearshore bars and frequent rip currents
responding to ambient wave conditions (Figure 2) [44,45]. The foredunes are not particularly dynamic,
but major storms occasionally reach the dune base and cause substantial scarping and erosion.
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Table 1. NSW geological provinces with their main structural units on the coast and the regional
relationships between lithologies, structural fabric, coastal relief, river size, and the nature of the
embayments in which Quaternary sediments have accumulated (from Chapman [20]).
Geological
Province Geology
Geographic
Region
Structural
Elements Coast Relief River Size
Coastal
Embayment Type
Clarence Moreton Soft Mesozoic sediment Far North
Parallel to
coastline
orientation
Low Very Large Large and broad
Hard Palaeozoic
metamorphic Mid-north Moderate
Very small Small and narrow
New England
Fold Belt Mod. Hard Palaeozoic
metamorphic Central
Transverse to
coastline
orientation Medium
Moderately large
and broad
Soft Triassic and Permian South Low
Jointed Hard Hawksbury
Sandstone South Moderate
Large
Sydney Basin
Soft Triassic and Permian South
Transverse to
coastline
orientation Low to
moderate
Medium to
small
Large narrow
incised valleys,
plus large to small
estuaries
Lachlan Fold Belt Hard Palaeozoicmetamorphic and igneous Far South
Parallel to
coastline
orientation
High Small Small and narrow
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Figure 2. The Major geological provinces of eastern NSW (A) and the location of each sample 
embayment type (B–E). Aerial view of (B) Brunswick Heads Beach (Byron LGA), (C) Stuart Point 
Beach (Kempsey), (D) North Wollongong area, including Towradgi to Brickyard Beach (Wollongong), 
and (E) Wonboyn Beach (Bega Valley) (Data Source: © Land and Property (LPI) [2014]). 
Figure 2. The Major geological provinces of eastern NSW (A) and the location of each sample
embay ent type (B–E). Aerial view of (B) Brunswick Heads Beach (Byron LGA), (C) Stuart Point Beach
(Kempsey), (D) North Wollongong area, including Towradgi to Brickyard Beach (Wol o ), and
(E) Wo boyn Beach (Bega Valley) (Data Source: © Land nd Property (LPI) [2014]).
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detail: (A) Brunswick Heads Beach, (B) oody Bay Beach, (C) Palm Beach, (D) Woonona Beach,
(E) Warilla Beach, and (F) Tathra Beach. On the far right are sand roses, which summarise the main
geomorphically significant wi systems impacting coa tal NSW. These roses were generated using
all available historic wind data of the labelled station. Onshore wind resultant drift potential (RDP)
(measured in vector units, v.u) and resultant drift direction (RDD) are indicated by the dashed arrow.
Alongshore plus onshore winds are indicated by the continu us s lid arrows. Arrows indicate the
resultant drift potential and direction sand may ove, while grey bars indicate the drift potentials from
the nine key wind directions for each weather station (those deemed onshore and alongshore/oblique)
(Data source: © BoM, C mmonwe lth of Australia (2018)).
To investigate how NSW foredunes have changed over the past seven decades, 26 foredune sites
along the NSW coast were analysed (Figure 3, Table 2). Selection of sites for detailed study was
undertaken in order to investig t foredunes that form part of thre H locene barrier types, prograded,
stationary, and receded types. Appropriate beach-dune systems were chosen from the four regional
geologic provinces that make up the NSW coast, with representative examples of two extremes of dune
modification (no modification, and highly modified dunes) (see Table 2). Six case study foredune sites
have been examined in detail and were selected from each of the northern, central, and southern areas
of the state to cover a suitable spatial range (Figure 3A–F). These sites were also selected to represent
the various foredune evolution behaviours illustrated in Figure 1.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection—Topographic Data
Airborne topographic LiDAR data was acquired from flights conducted along the entire NSW
coastline between 17 December 2009 and 14 September 2014. These surveys were part of a government
“Coastal capture program”, coordinated by the state department Land and Property Information
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(LPI) (Table 2), and is the data that formed the basis of an ecomorphological characterization of dune
topography and vegetation described by Doyle and Woodroffe [46]. The LiDAR elevation data uses
the horizontal datum, GDA94 (Geocentric Datum of Australia, 1994), and the vertical datum, AHD
(Australian Height Datum). LPI have reported a vertical and horizontal accuracy of ±0.3 m and ±0.8
m, respectively.
The topographic photogrammetric data used in this study was acquired from the Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH) (state government), using aerial photographs taken between 1941
and 2014 (Table 1). Photogrammetric analysis was undertaken using a Wild Aviolyt AC1 stereo
analytical plotter, operated by an experienced photogrammetrist. This equipment is commonly used in
topographic mapping and enables high resolution digital topographic data to be obtained from stereo
pairs of aerial photograph diapositives [47]. Horizontal and vertical errors post-1960 aerial imagery are
±0.5 m and ±0.2 m, respectively. For pre-1960 imagery, errors are generally higher and can range from
±1–1.5 m in the horizontal and ±0.7 m in the vertical (due to lack of camera calibration) [9]. It should
be noted that, in areas of dense dune vegetation, errors may be locally greater than those indicated. In
these areas, the photogrammetrist will generally continue along the elevation profile until the ground
is visible, so there can be sections of unknown height. This was acknowledged in this analysis and will
be noted if significant sections of unknown height are apparent at any one beach-dune location. More
specific details of these methods are given in Hanslow et al. [48] and Hanslow [9].
Table 1 summarises the beaches included in this study, which were classified in terms of barrier
type (green indicates prograded, orange is stationary, and red is receded) (classification based on
A. Short’s NSW Barrier Database, which was derived from field and aerial photo investigations).
Table 1 also summarises the geographic region and history of dune modification (year/s of major
dune management and/or sand mining), the dates of aerial photographs used in photogrammetric
analysis (ordered most recent to oldest) (see Appendix A Table A1 for more detailed information on
photography dates associated with the photogrammetry), as well as the survey date of the LiDAR
data and acquired historic aerial photography used for each study site. Historic aerial photographs
of selected study sites were acquired from OEH, which were scanned and georeferenced for use in
delineating foredune areas.
3.2. Foredune Evolution Data and Analysis
For each of the twenty-six beaches (Table 1), geomorphic data was extracted to generate sand
supply and accumulation rate proxies over a decadal timeframe. Due to the highly variable nature of
most NSW beach environments [33], and the complexity and potential bias shown for more commonly
used shoreline change proxies (i.e., high water line etc.) [49–51], a less variable and more reliable
coastal trend indicator, foredune volume, was used to create the sand supply and/or accumulation
rates used to analyse long-term trends along the NSW coastline [9].
In developing spatially varying coastal trend proxies, the raw elevation data was first interpolated
into surfaces from which the proxies were extracted. The native photogrammetric data is a series of point
profiles, which were used to make triangulated irregular network (TIN) models for each year there is data,
on each study beach (see Table 1). Similarly, the airborne LiDAR data, were interpolated into a TIN model
(following the methods of Doyle and Woodroffe [44]). For Brunswick Heads Beach (North) (Table 2), for
example, there were 18 TIN surfaces produced using the photogrammetry (18 sets of photogrammetric
observations) and a single TIN surface created using the LiDAR (only a single LiDAR scan).
TINs were selected as the most appropriate interpolation method, as they constrain elevation
at each data point, to avoid difficulties with addressing uncertainties that are common with other
interpolation models [52,53], and TIN surface structure is known to preserve the original data, making it
much easier to distinguish dune morphologic features (i.e., foredune toe, width, etc.) [54] (see Figure 4A).
TINs also possess a comparatively low computational cost, and the associated accuracy of derived
elevation is high and not significantly different (in terms of accuracy) from other interpolation methods
( e.g., kriging [54]).
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Table 2. Key information on each beach-dune study site, including geographic region, Holocene barrier type (green = prograded; orange = stationary; red = receded),
dune modification history (year/s of major management or M indicates sand mining in past), dates of aerial photographs used in photogrammetric analysis (are
ordered most recent to oldest and shortened to last 2 digits; 20- or 19-), survey date of the most recent LiDAR data, and finally, dates of acquired historic aerial
photography (ordered most recent to oldest and shortened) used for each study site.
Beach No. (NSW) Beach Name GeographicRegion Barrier Type ˆ Modified (yr.)
Photogrammetric Observations
(20- or 19-) LiDAR Data Year of Aerial Photography
011 Brunswick Hds - Nth Far North PROG 89 Post 89 ‘13 10 07 99 94 91 87 84 83 76 74 73 71 6658 54 47 28.08.2010
10 09 04 94 91 87 84 76 74 73
66 58 47
Brunswick Hds - Sth 89 Post 89 ‘13 12 10 07 04 99 96 94 91 87 77 73 58 47
113 Boambee - whole Bch Mid-North PROG M ‘93 86 77 69 42 21.09.2013 09 07 96 83 81 74 69 54 42
Boambee - Nth M ‘13 07 04 00 96 93 86 74 73 69 42
115 Bonville Mid-North PROG ‘07 96 81 74 73 64 17.12.2009 14 09 07 96 80 74 64 54
195 Nine Mile (Tuncurry) Central PROG 89 ‘13 08 01 94 86 80 74 72 63 18.08.2012
13 10 06 01 99 97 94 86 80 74
72 63 52
223 Bennett’s - Nth Central PROG 89 ‘08 06 01 96 91 86 80 72 18.08.2012 12
Bennett’s - Sth 89 ‘13 08 01 94 83 74 63 51
297 Ocean - Umina Central PROG 78 ‘11 08 01 96 93 86 78 77 74 71 70 64 61 41 10.05.2011 14 11 08 96 86 78 74 64 41
659 Tathra Far South PROG Post 89 ‘14 11 07 99 93 88 80 75 72 66 57 44 13.03.2013 14 11 07 93 88 80 75 66 57 44
671 Merimbula - Pambula Far South PROG Post 89 * ‘14 11 07 01 93 89 79 77 75 72 62 13.03.2013 14 11 10 07 93 89 79 75 62
692 Boydtown Far South PROG ‘14 11 07 99 86 79 64 11.03.2013 14 10 07 99 93 86 79 64
002 Letitia Spit Far North STAT 62-65 00 ‘14 10 07 04 99 85 71 62 47 06.03.2014 14 12 07 99 85 71 62 55 47
016 Tallows Far North STAT 87 88 M ‘13 12 10 04 99 84 76 73 66/67 58 28.08.2010 10 09 99 84 73 66 47
083 Corindi - Arrawarra -Nth Mid-North STAT ‘06 96 81 74 73 64 21.09.2013 09 06 04 93 88 81 74 64 56 43
Corindi - Arrawarra - Sth ‘93 88 83 81 74 64 56 43
204 Seven Mile (Booti Booti) Central STAT M ‘08 97 86 73 63 09.06.2013
13 10 08 01 99 97 86 80 77 73
72 63 52
300 Palm Beach South STAT 82 86 88 ‘11 08 01 96 88 79 74 70 65 51 13.05.2011 13 08 07 01 96 88 79 74 65 51 41
367 Woonona - Bellambi South STAT 87 89 M ‘07 01 99 93 87 74 72 66 61 55 24.04.2013 14 12 08 01 90 82 76 61 51
379 Perkins - Windang South STAT 85-88 M ‘14 07 99 88 74 61 24.04.2013 14 13 08 07 99 88 74 61 48
380 Warilla South STAT 83 M ‘14 11 07 01 88 82 74 73 66 61 48 08.03.2011 13 11 09 07 01 99 88 74 61 55 48
389 Bombo South STAT ‘14 01 96 93 86 79 71 63 48 08.03.2011 14 13 12 11 09 08 03 01 96 9386 81 77 74 71 50
633 Cuttagee Far South STAT ‘14 11 07 01 99 93 88 86 80 79 77 71 63 44 27.03.2013 14 11 10 01 93 88 80 77 71 63 44
021 Seven Mile (Lennox Hd) Far North RECE 92-93 M ‘13 99 94 91 83 76 67 58 47 26.06.2010 09 99 94 91 81 76 67 58 47
036 Woody Bay Far North RECE M ‘10 06 04 00 96 90 87 79 73 71 69 66 58 42 19.03.2010 10 09 00 96 87 79 71 66 58 42
085 Ocean View Mid-North RECE ‘04 00 96 93 88 81 74 73 64 56 43 21.09.2013 09 04 00 93 88 74 64 56 43
154 Delicate Nobby Mid-North RECE ‘09 00 96 88 81 72 67 02.11.2009 14 09 00 96 88 81 76 74 72 67 42
314 Dee Why South RECE 84 ‘01 99 96 90 85 76 74 65 61 10.04.2013 13 07 01 99 93 86 74 61 51
366 Bulli South RECE 87 89 ‘05 93 84 74 72 61 24.04.2013 14 08 05 93 84 74 72 61 51
402 Culburra South RECE 87 89 M ‘14 05 93 78 69 61 49 17.12.2010 13 12 09 05 93 84 78 74 69 61 49
ˆ Barrier Type: PROG= Prograded; STAT= Stationary; and RECE= Receded; * Very limited areas of the dune were managed as part of the BIP.
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Using the interpolated TIN surfaces (derived from both the topographic (stereo) photogrammetry
and airborne LiDAR) quantitative morphometric parameters were extracted that describe NSW
foredune morphology (e.g., foredune volume, width, crest height, etc.; see Figure 3 for definitional
sketch of these morphometrics). The method to extract morphometric variables from the derived TIN
models follows a very similar procedure to that demonstrated in Doyle and Woodroffe ([46]), but
reapplied to each year there is elevation data available. A foredune “Area of Interest” (AoI) is outlined
for each year, using the TIN and available aerial imagery (Figure 3A). Due to the photogrammetric
precision, this foredune AoI includes both the established and incipient foredune features for the
entire beach (and any additional dune features developed over the study period, e.g., a new incipient
foredune). The foredune was then segmented into smaller sections along the beach, allowing for
investigation of alongshore variability. These steps were repeated for each year of data. Morphometric
parameters are then extracted from these layers (e.g., foredune volume, width, crest height etc.) using
both the entire dune AoI, as well as each dune-segment (segment width of a meter) (Figure 3B).
A semi-automated model was produced in ArcMap to automate some of these analyses. Parameters
were then tabulated and exported for further analysis.
Several coastal trend proxies were derived in an attempt to integrate the main physical processes
of sand availability and dune evolution (at a decadal timescale) [3,8,22,55–58]. The foredune volume
change rate (FVCR) (m3 m−1 year−1) is the rate at which each foredune at a given study site increases
in sand volume (aggrades/progrades) (positive rate), loses sand volume (recedes) (negative rate), or
maintains a similar volume (stable) (zero or close to zero), over time. This rate was calculated from the
volume of each foredune AoI digitised (for each year there is topographic data), which extended from
the foredune toe (start of incipient foredune) to the foredune heel (topographic low landward of the
established foredune crest) and a base height set to 0 m AHD (Australian Height Datum) (see Figure 3).
The AoI, in most cases, covers the entire beach length. However, for some locations, data was not
available for the entire system. The sites with limited data are indicated in Table 1 and are shown with
either a “Nth or Sth” (or both) title. This refers to where the data is constrained to, geographically.
This rate therefore reflects the decadal spatially varying net sand supply to the foredune over the past
seven decades.
The horizontal change rate (HCR) (m year−1) was calculated using the foredune width change
over time. This was calculated using the AoI delineated for each site, and so represents an averaged
measure of width along each AoI (which generally reflects the entire beach, but, in some cases, could
only be a section. See above). This parameter indicates the rate at which the present foredune increased
(positive rate), decreased (negative), or remained with the same width over the study period. Finally, a
foredune vertical change rate was generated (VCR) (m year−1), which represented the average increase
(positive rate) or decrease (negative rate) in maximum dune crest elevation (Figure 3B).
The absolute foredune volume change and overall foredune volume change rate (FVCR) were
used to determine the type of evolution the foredune systems have undergone; prograding, stable, or
receding (Figure 1). Those with a positive FVCR higher than 1.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 were deemed prograding
systems, while those with a FVCR between 1.5 to −1.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 were considered stable (due to the
upper error margin of the photogrammetry being ±1.5m) [9,48]. Finally, the foredunes that were found
to have a FVCR lower than −1.5 m3 m−1 y−1 were considered to be receding, because they are beyond
the error threshold.
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Figure 4. TIN elevation surfaces from the northern end of Warilla Beach (A), as an example of the
analysis that follows and representative cross-shore profiles extracted from these surfaces (B). (B) Also
shows the foredune morphometric parameters extracted from these elevations datasets.
The period 1941 to 2014 is an appropriate timeframe to investigate the evolution of NSW foredunes
(i.e., FVCR, HCR, VCR etc.) because the largest East Coast cyclones (or Extratropical cyclones, also
locally known as ‘east coast low’ (ECL) storms) struck the NSW coast in 1974 and 1978. The 1974 event
consisted of two separate, but closely spaced, events (25–26 May and 8–14 June), while the 1978 storms
involved four individual ev nts (18–20 March, 31 May–2 June, 15–16 June, and 18–21 Jun ). Th se
storms sever ly eroded many of the foredunes along the NSW coast, with their rosion carps still
visible in many locations, and have subsequently initiated an i cipient foredune development cycle in
the years following the storms [20,31,59–61]. Dune recovery in NSW has been found to take place on
timescales of years (up to 10 years) [32], whereas this decadal scale measure is representative of longer
term dune evolution (as shown in [8]).
3.3. Coastal Wind Data and Analysis
The wind analysis was derived from a 44-year (on average; upper range was 70 years, lower was
6 years) wind record (speed and direction) from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) (see Doyle [40]).
The wind data, measured in meters per second (m. s−1), was analysed to obtain sand roses for each
study location, so aeolian sediment drift potentials and direction [62] could be compared.
The Fryberger and Dean (1979) method was used to determine aeolian drift potential and direction
(i.e., resultant drift potential (RDP) and resultant drift direction (RDD)), which is a widely used method
for aeolian enviro ments (see [63,64]). The method makes use of historic wind records (speed and
dir ction) to ca culate the potential for sand drift, using several classes of wind velocity and direction.
The Fryberger and Dean (1979) method expresses the potential for sediment transport (drift potential
(DP)) in vector units (v.u) [62,63].
Sand roses were made for only two kinds of approach winds, onshore winds and onshore plus
alongshore (or oblique) winds, and drift potentials were calculated from those winds only (i.e., offshore
winds were not included in DP and RDP calculations) (Figure 3). The onshore winds were those that
approached the study site between 15◦ and 165◦ (assuming the foredune is lying along an axis of 0◦, if
not, this was adjusted to the orientation of the beach) and the alongshore winds were those approaching
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between 0◦ and 15◦ and 165◦ and 180◦ to the foredune [64,65]. The rest of the methodology for the
wind analysis follows the same steps taken by Miot da Silva and Hesp [64].
4. Results
4.1. Changes in Foredune Morphology–State-Wide
The foredune study sites have generally evolved in one of three ways. They have either prograded,
remained stable, or eroded over the past seven decades (Figure 5). Those systems that prograded either
did so in such a way that new foredune features have developed seaward of the historical foredune, or
the historic foredunes have built vertically (and, or seaward) but no new dune was initiated (Figure 5).
Those foredunes that gained sand over the study period had an average 101.2 m3 m−1 sand gained, at
an accumulation rate of 1.9 m3 m−1 y−1 (Figure 5). While those that have receded, and therefore lost
foredune sand volume over time, had an average 170.6 m3 m−1 lost over the study time frame, at an
average rate of −2.8 m3 m−1 y−1 (Table 3).
Both Table 3 and Figure 5 summarise the selected foredunes and indicate whether the systems
have prograded, remained stable, or receded over the study period (1941–2014). The absolute foredune
volume change and overall foredune volume change rate (FVCR) were used in the determination
of the type of evolution the foredune system has undergone. Those with a positive FVCR higher
than 1.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 were deemed prograding systems, while those with a FVCR between 1.5 to
−1.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 were considered stable (due to the upper error margin of the photogrammetry being
±1.5 m). Finally, the foredunes that were found to have a FVCR lower than −1.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 were
considered receding. 
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Changes in foredune shape have also occurred along the NSW coast, where the majority of 
foredunes have increased in width. That is, they have grown seaward, in most cases as incipient 
foredunes. An average of 25.2 m was gained at an average rate of 0.5 m y−1 over the total time (the 
few that decreased in width had an average total loss of −19 m at an average rate of −0.45 m y−1). Crest 
elevation, on the other hand, has generally decreased over the past 70 years (with a total average loss 
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Figure 5. Absolute changes in foredune morph tric variables along the NSW coastlin (A) over
time, including foredune volume change rate (FVCR) (B), horizontal change rate (width) (HCR) (C),
vertical change rate (elevation) (VCR) (D), and FVCR for the north and south halves of study sites
(E,F). Note: * refers to multiple analyses done on the same beach, due to data coverage for that area
(i.e., topographic data only covered northern section and a southern section of the beach, and not the
entire embayment). Colours refer to the different types of evolution (see Table 2).
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The “Stable - receding 2” category was created because, even though these systems seem to have
lost a large amount of sand over time, closer analysis of the foredune volume changes indicates that
these systems may still recover given more time (Table 3). Figure 5 also summarises the other variables
calculated for each study site, including the absolute, horizontal change rate (HCR), vertical change
rate (VCR), FVCR for the northern half of each system (North - FVCR), and the same for the southern
half (South - FVCR).
The northern sections of most study beaches have prograded over time (at an average of rate of
2.6 m3 m−1 y−1), while those few beaches that lost sand in the north, did so at an average rate of −3.5
m3 m−1 y−1. Conversely, the majority of study sites receded in the southern section of the foredune, at
an average rate of −2.4 m3 m−1 y−1 (those few dunes that gained sand in the south, over time, did this
at an average rate of 1.5 m3 m−1 y−1) (Figure 5E,F).
Changes in foredune shape have also occurred along the NSW coast, where the majority of
foredunes have increased in width. That is, they have grown seaward, in most cases as incipient
foredunes. An average of 25.2 m was gained at an average rate of 0.5 m y−1 over the total time (the
few that decreased in width had an average total loss of −19 m at an average rate of −0.45 m y−1).
Crest elevation, on the other hand, has generally decreased over the past 70 years (with a total average
loss of −1.2 m, at an average rate of −0.02 m y−1). Those few beaches that gained crest elevation, on
average, gained 0.8 m at an average rate 0.02 m yr−1, over the study period (Figure 5C,D).
Table 3. Summary of the different foredune evolution, with associated foredune volume changes,
volume change rate (FVCR), and study period. Note: Colours represent the different types of evolution.
Bold signifies case study site.
Beach Name * GeographicRegion Foredune Evolution
Dune Volume
Change (m3 m−1)
FVCR
(m3 m−1 y−1) Time (years)
Brunswick Heads - Nth Far North Prograding 164.47 2.49 66
Tallows Beach Far North Prograding 235.15 4.28 55
Boambee Beach - Nth Mid-North Prograding 123.55 1.72 71
Delicate Nobby Mid-North Prograding 108.74 2.53 42
Nine Mile Beach Central Prograding 194.33 4.05 50
Bennett’s Beach - Nth Central Prograding 207.09 5.18 36
Bennett’s Beach - Sth Central Prograding 117.31 1.89 62
Perkin’s – Windang Beach South Prograding 123.11 2.32 53
Boydtown Beach Far South Prograding 123.77 2.48 50
Boambee Beach - whole Mid-North Prograding - Stable 89.32 1.26 71
Palm Beach South Prograding - Stable 81.93 1.37 60
Ocean View Beach Mid-North Stable 9.32 0.13 70
Seven Mile Beach (Booti) - Sth Central Stable 31.56 0.63 50
Dee Why Beach South Stable 40.65 0.78 52
Bulli Beach South Stable 62.45 1.20 52
Woonona – Bellambi Beach South Stable 52.42 0.90 58
Bombo Beach South Stable 24.80 0.38 66
Tathra Beach Far South Stable −9.66 −0.14 70
Merimbula – Pambula Beach Far South Stable 31.83 0.61 52
Corindi - Arrawarra - Nth Mid-North Stable - Receding 1 −72.36 −1.48 49
Corindi - Arrawarra – Sth Mid-North Stable - Receding 1 −49.11 −0.70 70
Letitia Spit Beach Far North Stable - Receding 2 −159.56 −2.35 67
Bonville Beach Mid-North Stable - Receding 2 −201.92 −4.49 45
Ocean-Umina Beach Central Stable - Receding 2 −120.03 −1.69 70
Warilla Beach South Stable - Receding 2 −278.21 −4.22 66
Cuttagee Beach Far South Stable - Receding 2 −130.43 −1.86 70
Brunswick Heads - Sth Far North Receding −288.25 −6.13 66
Seven Mile (Lennox Hd) Beach Far North Receding −170.35 −2.58 66
Woody Bay Beach Far North Receding −436.93 −6.33 68
Culburra Beach South Receding −130.54 −2.01 65
* Nth and Sth designate North and South and refer to there only being data for that area of the system.
4.2. Changes in Foredune Morphology—Case Study Sites
Several case study sites have been selected to conduct more in-depth investigations, to further
demonstrate how NSW foredunes have changed over time. The following sites were chosen because
each represents an example of a different type of foredune evolution (Table 3), as well as different
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degrees of human modification. These include, Brunswick Heads, Palm, Woonona-Bellambi, Tathra,
Woody Bay, and Warilla Beaches (Figure 3A–F).
Brunswick Heads Beach extends for 10.6 km and curves to the south toward the town of Byron Bay
(north NSW, Figure 3A). Two analyses were performed on this beach, one focused on a northern section
of the foredune and the other on a section in the south (due to data coverage) (Figure 6C). The northern
section of the foredune prograded over the study period (1947–2013) and gained 164.5 m3 m−1 in sand
volume, on average, at a rate of 2.5 m3 m−1 y−1 (Table 3) (Figure 6). The volume accumulated in the
horizontal, with the production of a new incipient foredune seaward of the original dune (average
dune width gain of 37.3 m and HCR of 0.56 m y−1) (Figure 6D – 1983 onwards). The crest height did
not change greatly, it increased by 0.35 m (VCR of 0.005 m y−1). In contrast, the southern section of the
foredune receded over time (Figure 7). The foredune volume decreased by an average −6.1 m3 m−1 y−1,
with a total loss of −288 m3 m−1 of sand. Similar to the northern end, most of this sand movement was
experienced in the horizontal, where the foredune width decreased by an average of 55.2 m (at a rate
of −2.4 m y−1 HCR), as opposed to the crest elevation, which decreased by 0.73 m (VCR of 0.01 m y−1).
 
 
 
Figure 6. Aerial photo mosaics of Brunswick Heads Beach in 1947 (A), 1984 (B), and 2009 (C), as well 
as the evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1947 and 2013 for representative cross-shore 
profiles found in the north of Brunswick Head Beach (Panel D). Panels (E) and (F) show the time 
evolution of the foredune volume found at Brunswick (black line), as well as the FVCR (red line). 
Note: Colours in panels D represent different years, where red is the earliest, through to blue, which 
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The northern section of the foredune prograded over the study period (1947–2013) and gained 164.5 
m3 m−1 in sand volume, on average, at a rate of 2.5 m3 m−1 y−1 (Table 3) (Figure 6). The volume 
accumulated in the horizontal, with the production of a new incipient foredune seaward of the 
original dune (average dune width gain of 37.3 m and HCR of 0.56 m y−1) (Figure 6D – 1983 onwards). 
The crest height did not change greatly, it increased by 0.35 m (VCR of 0.005 m y−1). In contrast, the 
southern section of the foredune receded over time (Figure 7). The foredune volume decreased by an 
average −6.1 m3 m−1 y−1, with a total loss of −288 m3 m−1 of sand. Similar to the northern end, most of 
this sand movement was experienced in the horizontal, where the foredune width decreased by an 
average of 55.2 m (at a rate of −2.4 m y−1 HCR), as opposed to the crest elevation, which decreased by 
0.73 m (VCR of 0.01 m y−1). 
Figure 6. Aerial photo mosaics of Brunswick Heads Beach in 1947 (A), 1984 (B), and 2009 (C), as well as
the evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1947 and 2013 for representative cross-shore profiles
found in the north of Brunswick Head Beach (Panel D). Panels (E) and (F) show the time evolution of
the foredune volume found at Brunswick (black line), as well as the FVCR (red line). Note: Colours in
panels (D) represent different years, where red is the earliest, through to blue, which is the most recent.
Multicoloured arrows represent the direction of the net foredune movement.
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Palm Beach extends for 2.3 km and is located 33 km north of Sydney CBD (Figure 3C). This
foredune has prograded over the study period (1951–2011) (Figure 8C,D). However, the dune has not
gained a substantial amount of sand, so it could also be considered stable, hence the prograding to
stable classification. In Figure 8, panels B and C clearly show the formation of an incipient foredune in
the north of the system after the year 1988, and this feature fluctuated following that time (Figure 8).
Overall, the foredune at Palm Beach increased in volume by 81.93 m3 m−1 (at a rate of 1.37 m3 m−1 y−1)
(Table 2), the width increased by 8.52 m (HCR of 0.14 m y−1), and the dune crest increased in elevation
by 0.45 m (VCR of 0.01 m y−1).
 
 
 
Figure 7. Aerial photo of Brunswick Heads Beach in 2009 (A) for each AoI, i.e., north (purple outline) 
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(1955–2013) (Table 3). A new foredune began forming in the north of this system after 1987 (Figure 
9D), which seemed to reach its peak size in 2005, and since it has oscillated around a similar volume 
(Figure 9D,E). Overall, the foredune at Woonona-Bellambi has increased in dune volume by 52.42 m3 
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Figure 7. Aerial photo of Brunswick Heads Beach in 2009 (A) for each AoI, i.e., north (purple outline)
and south (green), as well as the evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1947 and 2013 for the
representative cross-shore profile found in the south of the beach (Panel B). Panels (C) and (D) show
the time evolution of the foredune volume found at Brunswick (black line), as well as the FVCR (red
line). Note: Colours in panels B represent different years, where red is the earliest, through to blue,
which is the most recent. Multicolour d arrows represent the direction of the net foredune movement.
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Figure 8. Aerial photo mosaic of Palm Beach in 1951, 1988, and 2013 (A), as well as maps and graphs showing foredune morphologic change (elevation), focused to
an AoI, where much change has occurred, i.e., north (C) (Purple). Note: The red dotted lines in panel (C) outline the initial foredune toe for that section of beach,
Li = LiDAR data, and the red and blue transects, featured in panel (A), denote the location of the representative cross-shore profile featured in panel (B). Panel (B),
therefore, shows the evolution of the foredune between 1951 and 2011 for the representative profile. The multicoloured arrow represents the direction of net foredune
movement. Panel (D) shows the time evolution of the entire foredune volume (black line) and the FVCR (red line).
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Woonona-Bellambi Beach extends for 2.2 km, curving gently south towards Bellambi Point,
just north of Wollongong (Figure 3D). The foredune has remained relatively stable over the study
period (1955–2013) (Table 3). A new foredune began forming in the north of this system after 1987
(Figure 9D), which seemed to reach its peak size in 2005, and since it has oscillated around a similar
volume (Figure 9D,E). Overall, the foredune at Woonona-Bellambi has increased in dune volume by
52.42 m3 m−1 (at a rate of 0.90 m3 m−1 y−1 FVCR), increased in width by 10.23 m (HCR of 0.18 m y−1),
and in crest elevation by 0.60 m (VCR of 0.01 m y−1).Mar. Sci. Eng. 2019, 7, x  11 of 40 
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volume found at Brunswick (black line) (E), as well as the FVCR (red line) (F). Note: The red and blue 
transects featured in panel (A) (1961 and 2012), denote the location of the representative cross-shore 
profile featured in panel (D), and the colours in panels D represent different years, where red is the 
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Tathra Beach lies on the southern side of the Bega River mouth and curves for 3.3 km to Tathra 
Head, near Bega (Figure 3F). Its foredune has remained relatively stable over the study period (1944–
2014), despite having a final deficit absolute volume calculation (Table 3). Although there was 
noticeable foredune erosion in 1957–1966, and 1972–1975 (associated with major flood events in the 
1960’s and ~1978) (Figure 10), a new incipient foredune started forming all along this system between 
1988 and 1993 (Figure 10A–D), and the dune volume increased. Overall, the foredune at Tathra has 
decreased in volume by −9.66 m3 m−1 (at a rate of −0.14 m3 m−1 y−1 FVCR), increased in width by 35.40 
m (HCR of 0.51 m y−1), but decreased in crest elevation by −2.75 m (VCR of −0.04 m y−1). When the 
northern and southern sections of this embayment are compared, they seem to have behaved 
differently, as the north seems to have prograded over time, whereas the south has receded 
landwards (Figure 10). 
Figure 9. Aerial photo mosaics of Woonona Beach in 1961 (A), 1990 (B), and 2012 (C), as well as the
evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1947 and 2013 for representative cross-shore profiles
found in the north of the beach (Panel D). Panels (E) and (F) show the time evolution of the foredune
volume found at Brunswick (black line) (E), as well as the FVCR (red line) (F). Note: The red and blue
transects featured in panel (A) (1961 and 2012), denote the location of the representative cross-shore
profile featured in panel (D), and the colours in panels D represent different years, where red is the
earliest, through to blue, which is the most recent. Multicoloured arrows represent the direction of the
net foredune movement.
Tathra Beach lies on the southern side of the Bega River mouth and curves for 3.3 km to Tathra Head,
near Bega (Figure 3F). Its foredune has remained relatively stable over the study period (1944–2014),
despite having a final deficit absolute volume calculation (Table 3). Although there was noticeable
foredune erosion in 1957–1966, and 1972–1975 (associated with major flood events in the 1960’s and
~1978) (Figure 10), a new incipient foredune started forming all along this system between 1988 and
1993 (Figure 10A–D), and the dune volume increased. Overall, the foredune at Tathra has decreased in
volume by −9.66 m3 m−1 (at a rate of −0.14 m3 m−1 y−1 FVCR), increased in width by 35.40 m (HCR of
0.51 m y−1), but decreased in crest elevation by −2.75 m (VCR of −0.04 m y−1). When the northern and
southern sections of this embayment are compared, they seem to have behaved differently, as the north
seems to have prograded over time, whereas the south has receded landwards (Figure 10).
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shore profile featured in panel (D), and the colours in panels D represent different years, where red 
is the earliest, through to blue, which is the most recent. Multicoloured arrows represent the direction 
of the net foredune movement. 
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at Warilla Beach seems to have receded over the study period (1948–2014), but it has also gone 
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could still be recovering. Overall, the foredune at Warilla has decreased in volume by −278.21 m3 m−1 
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Figure 10. Aerial photo mosaics of Tathra Beach in 1944 (A), 1993 (B), and 2014 (C), as well as the
evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1944 and 2014 for representative cross-shore profiles
found in the north of the beach (Panel D). Panels (E) and (F) show the time evolution of the foredune
volume found at Tathra (black line) (E), as well as the FVCR (red line) (F). Note: The red and blue
transects featured in panel (A) and (C) (1944 and 2014), denote the location of the representative
cross-shore profile featured in panel (D), and the colours in panels D represent different years, where
red is the earliest, through to blue, which is the most recent. Multicoloured arrows represent the
direction of the net foredune movement.
Woody Bay is a semi-circular beach that is located between two prominent sandstone reefs, as well
as two additional reefs in the centre of the system. It is situated in the far north coast of NSW (Figure 3B),
faces northeast-north, and is very protected from southeast waves by Woody Head (Figure 11A).
Its beach and dune have experienced severe recession over the study period (1942–2010) (Table 3),
as illustrated in Figure 11. Overall, the foredune here has decreased in volume by −436.93 m3 m−1
(at a rate of −6.33 m3 m−1 y−1 FVCR), decreased in width by −65.64 m (HCR of −0.95 m y−1), and crest
elevation by −0.46 m (VCR of −0.01 m y−1). Both the north and south ends of this system are receding;
however, the south is doing this at a much faster rate (Figure 5) (i.e., north FVCR is −3.10 and the south
experiences −6.55 m3 m−1 y−1 of sand loss). Additionally, the foredune found at the northern end of
Woody Bay has gone from being strongly influenced by tombolo associated processes (Figure 11A,
1942 southern tombolo, star graphic), to having no effects from the rock reef at all (Figure 11A, 2012,
purple star graphic).
Warilla Beach is the final case study site, and it is a curving, east-facing, 2 km long embayment,
extending from Windang Island to Barrack Point on the south coast of NSW (Figure 3E). The foredune
at Warilla Beach seems to have receded over the study period (1948–2014), but it has also gone through
some significant changes (particularly as a consequence of management) (Figure 12), and could still
be recovering. Overall, the foredune at Warilla has decreased in volume by −278.21 m3 m−1 (FVCR
of −4.22 m3 m−1 y−1), decreased in width by −11.62 m (HCR of −0.18 m y−1), and decreased in
crest elevation by −2.90 m (VCR of −0.04 y−1). hen the northern and southern sections of this
embayment are compared, the s t i si ilarly, o ever the north s ems to have a
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lower FVCR (−3.80 m3 m−1 y−1) than the south (−4.30 m3 m−1 y−1). This follows suit for all the other
morphometrics measured for longer-term foredune evolution (Figure 12). 
 
 
Figure 11. Aerial photo mosaic of Woody Bay Beach in 1942, 1987, and 2010 (A). Note the inset in the 
2010 panel, this shows the geographic setting and orientation of Woody Bay. Panel (B) depicts the 
evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1942 and 2010 for the representative cross-shore 
profile for this beach. Note: The red and blue transects featured in panel (A) (1942 and 2010), denote 
the location of the representative cross-shore profile featured in panel (B). Panel (C) shows the time 
evolution of the foredune volume for Woody Bay (black line), as well as the FVCR (red line). Note: 
the different colours in panel (B) represent different years, where red is the earliest, through to blue, 
which is the most recent. The multicoloured arrow represents the direction of net foredune 
movement. 
Figure 11. Aerial photo mosaic of Woody Bay Beach in 1942, 1987, and 2010 (A). Note the inset in
the 2010 panel, this shows th graphic setting and or e tation of Woody Bay. Panel (B) depicts
the evolution of foredune geomorphology between 1942 and 2010 for the representative cross-shore
profile for this beach. Note: The red and blue transects featured in panel (A) (1942 and 2010), denote
the location of the representative cross-shore profile featured in panel (B). Panel (C) shows the time
evolution of the foredune volume for Woody Bay (black line), as well as the FVCR (red line). Note: the
different colours in panel (B) repres nt different ye s, h re r d is the earl est, through to blue, which
is the most recent. The multicoloured arrow represents the direction of net foredune movement.
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Figure 12. Aerial photo mosaic of Warilla Beach in 1948, 1988, and 2013 (A), as well as maps showing foredune elevation change (C). Note: Red and blue transects featured 
in panel (A) (1948 and 2013), denote the location of the representative cross-shore profile featured in panel (B), Li = LiDAR data, and the red dotted lines in panel (C) outline 
the initial foredune toe for that section of beach (i.e., 1948). Panel (B), therefore, shows the evolution of the foredune between 1948 and 2014 for the representative profile 
(the multicoloured arrows represents two main phases and direction of net foredune movement; phase 1 (sand loss) and phase 2 (sand gain and foredune expansion 
seaward). Panel (D) shows the time evolution of the entire foredune volume (black line) and the FVCR (red line).  
Figure 12. Aerial photo mosaic of Warilla Beach in 1948, 1988, and 2013 (A), as well as maps showing foredune elevation change (C). Note: Red and blue transects
featured in panel (A) (1948 and 2013), denote the location of the representative cross-shore profile featured in panel (B), Li = LiDAR data, and the red dotted lines in
panel (C) outline the initial foredune toe for that section of beach (i.e., 1948). Panel (B), therefore, shows the evolution of the foredune between 1948 and 2014 for the
representative profile (the multicoloured arrows represents two main phases and direction of net foredune movement; phase 1 (sand loss) and phase 2 (sand gain and
foredune expansion seaward). Panel (D) shows the time evolution of the entire foredune volume (black line) and the FVCR (red line).
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5. Discussion
Foredunes along the NSW coast have displayed a range of changes over the past seven decades;
either aggrading and/or prograding, remaining relatively stable, or eroding (Figure 5). It is important
to investigate their spatial distribution and environmental setting to determine what might be causing
this disparate behaviour (especially those eroding and receding) in order to develop effective dune
management schemes. The following sections examine the spatial distribution of the dunes and
possible controls on their behaviour.
5.1. Accreting Shorelines
Those beach-foredune environments that have prograded over the past seven decades have
either extended seaward as new incipient foredunes, and/or grown vertically in place (Figure 1).
The reasons for the aggradation/progradation and their rates of sand supply are not clear. Table 4 shows
the prograded sites, sorted by decreasing volume of progradation, to highlight the spatial variation
occurring. It is clear that most sites are found in the northern half of the state, except Boydtown,
Perkins-Windang, and Palm beaches. Table 3 also summarises the evolution style of each prograded
site. The majority (8 out of 11) have prograded by extending seawards as new incipient foredunes,
rather than building vertically (3 out of 11).
Table 4 lists some other features that could also be influencing the sediment budget of these coastal
environments. Table 4, column 4 (wave alignment), separates the prograded sites into several main
compartment types (primarily swash- and/or drift-aligned). The term compartment mentioned here
(and for the rest of the study) refers to the tertiary sediment compartment of which the sites form part
(see [19]). Swash-aligned shorelines form curving beaches aligned to refracted waves, which arrive
parallel to shore and have negligible longshore transport [66,67]. Drift-aligned shorelines have waves
break at angles to the shore, which assists in forming more linear beaches with prominent longshore
drift [67].
Compartment leakiness refers to the movement of sediment in, out of, or around a tertiary
compartment (see [19]). Most beaches found in the southern regions of NSW are part of closed
sediment compartments, with no connection to adjacent compartments. Instead, the sand is trapped
by prominent headlands and remains within the tertiary compartment [68,69]. In fact, those systems
which have the wave alignment type in bold in Table 4 (9 out of 11) are those which have been proposed
to have “major or complete barriers to longshore drift” just north of them ([20], Figure 7). Analysis
within the Shoalhaven tertiary compartment has shown how, once sediments are delivered to this
compartment, they remain there (i.e., circulating in a closed system) and do not leak to any adjacent
compartment [69]. Leaky compartments, on the other hand, are those that maintain sediment sharing
pathways (i.e., aid in longshore drift), so sand can easily by-pass headlands to adjacent northern
compartments [2], a common process in northern NSW.
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Table 4. NSW Foredune environments that have prograded over time (in decreasing order), as well as
the way each site has gained sand (i.e., the evolution style), the total volume change of each system
over the study period, wave alignment, sediment compartment type, total drift potential (DP and RDP),
as well as the proposed cause for this behaviour. Bold compartment type1 refers to a major or complete
barrier to longshore drift to the north of that site (Chapman 1982).
Beach Name EvolutionStyle 1
Volume Change
(m3 m−1) 2
Wave
Alignment 3 Leakiness
4 Total DP
(RDP) 5 Cause
Tallows Beach Single 235.15 Drift-aligned Closed 113 (81.4) Longshore
Bennett’s Beach - Nth Multiple 207.09 Swash-aligned Leaky 133 (90.1) Offshore/wind
Nine Mile Beach Multiple 194.33 Drift-aligned Closed 24 (17.8) Along- andOffshore
Brunswick Heads - Nth Multiple 164.47 Drift-aligned Closed 95 (61.4) TrainWall/longshore
Boydtown Beach Multiple 123.77 Embayed? Closed 45 (39.1) River supply
Boambee Beach - Nth Multiple 123.55 Drift-aligned Closed 19 (8.9) Longshore
Perkin’s – Windang Both 123.11 Drift-aligned Closed 36 (19.0) Offshore
Bennett’s Beach - Sth Single 117.31 Swash-aligned Leaky 133 (90.1) Offshore/wind
Delicate Nobby Both 108.74 Embayed Closed 18 (9.4) Rotation/Offshore?
Boambee Beach - whole Multiple 89.32 Drift-aligned Closed 19 (8.9) Longshore
Palm Beach Single 81.93 Embayed Closed 3 (2.3) Dune mgmt.
1 Evolution style refers to the way foredunes have developed over the study period. They have either extended
seaward as new incipient foredunes (multiple), and/or grown vertically in place (single) – based on photogrammetry
and LiDAR analysis. 2 Based on Table 2. 3 Wave Alignment has been adapted from [41,66,67]. 4 Compartment
Leakiness has been adapted from [19]. 5 DP: Drift potential; RDP: Resultant Drift Potential. See Section 3.3 or [42].
Column six in Table 4 outlines the Fryberger and Dean potential for aeolian sediment transport [62].
This method calculates the potential of sediment transport as drift potentials (DP or RDP: resultant drift
potential) in vector units (v.u), and resultant drift direction (RDD) [62,64]. Table 4 displays the drift
potentials only (i.e., DP and RDP), and most prograded sites have high sediment transport potential
(>18 v.u). This indicates that strong onshore (and alongshore) winds are important processes that
transport sediment supplied to the beachface, into the foredunes, and contribute to dune building [30].
The final column in Table 4 proposes the potential cause for the progradation and evolution
style for each site. These causes range from continual sediment supply from longshore drift,
offshore sediment delivery, sediment supply from river sources, beach rotation, high potential
for aeolian sediment transport, or human impacts (like the installation of river training walls or
dune management programs). Long-term change analyses, conducted on the Iluka-Woody Bay
sand barrier, showed that mature estuaries (or rivers) can contribute sediment to the beach and
dunes [2]. In fact, the Iluka Beach compartment has prograded over the past 100 years, at a rate of
10.3 m3 m−1 yr−1, with 6 ± 0.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 of sand delivered to the compartment by the Clarence
River, and ~4.5 ± 0.5 m3 m−1 yr−1 delivered by dominant northerly longshore sediment transport
experienced along the northern NSW coastline [2].
Other studies have shown that beach systems can be composed of a mix of fluvial sediments and
shelf marine sand. For example, Tathra and Boydtown Beaches have been found to contain a mixture
of marine and fluvial sands, indicating a contribution from the Bega, Nullica and Towamba Rivers to
the adjacent beaches, and potentially foredunes ([70–73]). All the other creeks/rivers associated with
this study have no evidence of supplying any significant amounts of bedload to the coast and therefore
have very limited influence on the dune progradation [19,74].
Onshore and alongshore sand transport processes are considered to be the major factors
contributing to the sediment budget and foredune changes found in NSW [19]. Alongshore transport
seems to be the dominant factor controlling sand budgets in the north of the state (especially
drift-aligned compartment types), whereas, onshore-offshore sand exchange seems to dominate the
sediment transport processes in the central to southern regions of NSW (especially swash-aligned
compartments) [19,20].
The prograding foredunes found in northern NSW (i.e., Brunswick Heads, Tallows, Boambee,
and Delicate Nobby) (Table 4) could therefore be receiving sand from longshore drift and longshore
sand transport processes, including headland sand bypassing [75,76]. It has been shown at Brunswick
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Heads (especially in the vicinity of Cape Byron) [77,78], Iluka – Woody Bay [2], as well as various
other sites within this section of the NSW coast (see [79,80]), that longshore sand transport plays a
crucial role in sediment supply. Sand also bypasses around headlands, forming updrift migratory rips
that erode beaches, exposing the backshore and foredunes (or even infrastructure) to wave erosion.
However, this is generally followed by calmer conditions (i.e., swell waves) which initiate shoreline
recovery and accretion [81].
The sites in central to southern NSW (i.e., Nine Mile, Bennett’s, Perkins, Palm, and Boydtown)
(Table 4), are bordered by prominent headlands, which obstruct longshore drift, with onshore-offshore
sand exchanges as the dominant sediment transport process [19]. Onshore-offshore sand exchange
occurs primarily during and following storms when ‘post storm recovery’ takes place (demonstrated by
the long-term surveying at Moruya, see Thom and Hall [31], McLean et al. [82], or what was observed
at Tathra, Figure 10). Studies by Roy, Cowell, Kinsela, and others at Nine Mile Beach (near Forster)
have indicated that offshore sand bodies could be supplying sand to this system, which may also be
occurring elsewhere along the coast [17].
When the current progradation rates (Table 4) are compared to those found in other studies, which
were over much longer timescales (i.e., geologic; Table 5), some interesting trends can be observed.
Table 5 shows that, for Bennett’s Beach, the progradation rate has slowed somewhat, but the cause
of the progradation is still offshore sand supplies. Nine Mile Beach is still prograding at a similar
rate to what it was 6000 years ago, and despite most of the sand being sourced from the offshore, the
sediment supply received from alongshore sources has increased in the past 1500 years (maintaining
the uniform progradation rates at the site) [17]. Boydtown Beach, like Nine Mile, has also maintained
similar progradation rates to what it has experienced over the past 1500 years (Table 5), and this
too can be attributed to predominant inner shelf and shoreface supplies of sand. Several pieces of
evidence, however, suggest that the Towamba River has also been supplying additional sediment to
the Boydtown dunes in the past ~1500 years and this is reflected in the more rapid progradation rates
experienced at the site in recent years (1500 to present; Table 5) [18].
The potential for aeolian sediment transport is also a contributing factor to foredune progradation.
All the prograded sites have high potentials for aeolian sediment transport (or RDP) (>18 v.u), so if
there is a supply of sand, there is a high chance this sand will make it to the dunes and contribute to
foredune development [30,64].
Finally, the presence of engineered structures or human activities (e.g., management, sand mining)
can influence the style and rate of progradation. Brunswick Heads (north), Bennett’s (south), and Palm
Beach have all been highly impacted by engineered structures/human activities. The entrance to the
Brunswick River had twin breakwater walls installed between 1960 and 1962 [83]. These walls created
a new headland, resulting in significant accretion and re-alignment of Brunswick Head beach (south of
the wall) and erosion on the beach to the north. Within 10 years of the wall installation, the village
of Sheltering Palms on the northern side, was devasted by storm wave inundation [83,84]. After the
natural sand by-passing established around the training walls in 1987, the beach and dunes to the
north re-established, and Brunswick continued to gain sand (Table 4). Bennett’s (south) beach was
mined for heavy minerals in the late 1970s and Palm Beach was impacted by the Beach Improvement
Program, with dune stabilisation works/management (and vegetation planting) being conducted on
the northern foredunes in 1976.
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Table 5. Comparison of previous dune or shoreline progradation/recession metrics and the proposed
cause for those behaviours.
Beach Name
Current Progradation/Recession Rates Previous Progradation/
Recession Rates
Cause References
FVCR (m3 m−1 yr−1) HCR (m yr1)
Bennett’s Beach - Nth +5.18 +1.53 +3 m yr−1 Offshore [35]
Nine Mile Beach +4.05 +1.25 +4.30 m3 m−1 yr−1
Offshore
(~2.1 × 104 m3 m−1)
Longshore
(~4.7 × 103 m3 m−1)
[17]
Boydtown Beach +1.78 +0.84
7940–1500 yrBP
+0.46 m3 m−1 yr−1
+0.16 m yr−1
1500–present
+1.83 m3 m−1 yr−1
+0.65 m yr−1
Offshore
Towamba River
(in last 1500 y)
[18]
Woody Bay Beach −7.57 −1.05
1400–1100
+0.5 m3 m−1 yr−1
1100–500
+1.0 m3 m−1 yr−1
500–250
2.3 m3 m−1 yr−1
250–150
4.3 m3 m−1 yr−1
150–present
−9.0 m3 m−1 yr−1
−2.0 m yr−1
Progradation:
Longshore sand
bypassing & Shark
Bay tombolo
development
Recession:
Storm bite, wave
direction, lack of
longshore sand
bypassing/supplies
[2,85,86]
5.2. Stable Shorelines
The foredunes that have remained relatively stable over the past 70 years are those that occur
behind predominantly embayed beaches (Table 6). This compartment type is controlled by prominent
headlands and in NSW this is usually situated in the more sheltered southern end of the system [67].
These headlands cause refraction into the embayment resulting in a curved shadow zone and a longer
straighter beach towards the north (downdrift, if the beach is long enough).
Table 6. NSW foredune environments that have remained stable over time, as well as the total volume
change of each system over the study period, the sediment compartment types, total drift potential (DP,
and RDP), and the proposed cause for this behaviour.
Beach Name Volume Change(m3 m−1) ˆ
Wave
Alignment Leakiness
Total DP
(RDP) Cause
Bulli Beach 62.45 Embayed Leaky 28 (17.2) Embayed
Woonona – Bellambi Beach 52.42 Embayed Leaky 25 (14.0) Embayed
Dee Why Beach 40.65 Embayed Closed 5 (4.3) Embayed
Merimbula – Pambula
Beach 31.83 Embayed Closed 6 (3.8) Embayed
Seven Mile Beach
(Booti) - Sth 31.56 Drift-aligned Leaky 14 (10.7) Onshore
Bombo Beach 24.80 Embayed Leaky? 5 (2.2) Embayed
Ocean View Beach 9.32 Embayed Closed 24 (9.9) Embayed/closed
Tathra Beach −9.66 Embayed Leaky? 5 (3.2) River
Corindi - Arrawarra – Sth −49.11 Embayed Leaky 27 (8.4) Longshore
Corindi - Arrawarra - Nth −72.36 Embayed Leaky 27 (8.4) Longshore
These systems have been termed stable because, on average, their volume has remained within
+/−50 m3 m−1 (Table 3), and they have recovered from a number of storm impacts experienced along
the NSW coast over the study period. It is also clear that a majority (6 out of 9) of sites are found within
leaky compartments (Table 6), where the sediment may be lost to another compartment via headland
bypassing [19,75,76], perhaps indicating a balanced budget.
Table 6 lists the stable sites, sorted by decreasing values of dune volume change, to further
highlight the spatial variation occurring. Most stable sites are found in the central to southern half of
the state, areas that have prominent headlands forming embayed beach compartments.
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All the stable sites were found to have moderate potentials for sediment transport (or RDP)
(28–5 v.u) (Table 6), indicating sufficient onshore and alongshore winds for intermittent sediment
transport and associated dune development.
It has been mentioned previously that adjacent rivers might be delivering sand to some coastal
reaches and Tathra, in particular, has been shown to have gained sand from the Bega River (especially
during flood events), which may have aided the formation of an incipient foredune over the study
period (see Figure 10). It has been hypothesised that the occasional flood events likely deliver sands
from upstream and marine sand from the entrance bar (flood tide delta) into the immediate nearshore
zone, which could then be reworked onshore during calmer periods by waves (and then potentially to
the dunes via favourable winds) [73,87]. Similar conditions and processes that have occurred, and are
still occurring, at the nearby Boydtown Beach and the Towamba River (Table 5 and [18]).
5.3. Receding Shorelines
Those beach-foredune environments that have eroded over the past seven decades have retreated
landwards and/or reduced in height or width. Table 6 shows the sites that eroded over the study
period, which are sorted by increasing values of foredune erosion. There is no clear trend here, as
eroded sites were found all along the NSW coastline.
The eroded foredunes are part of either embayed or drift-aligned compartments that have no
estuarine features (i.e., creek, estuary) but more importantly are “leaky” and found within compartments
that have a more east-northeasterly orientation or shoreline alignment (23–106◦) (Table 7). Additionally,
all the eroded sites have sufficient potentials for sand transport.
The final column in Table 7 proposes the potential cause for the erosion that has occurred at each
site. The overarching cause is that each site is found within a compartment that has a negative sediment
budget, which is resulting in beach and foredune retreat. This negative budget could be caused by
a range of things, including deficient longshore transport, long-term beach rotation/alignment, the
position of beach in the compartment, the beach orientation, obstacles to sand supply, or human
impacts (like the installation of river training walls and sand bypassing systems or coastal management
programs).
The site that eroded and receded the most was Woody Bay and this site has been the focus of
several studies (see Goodwin et al. [2]). It was found that decadal changes in modal wave direction
(SE to ESE) impacted the net northward longshore transport along the NSW coast, starving Woody Bay
of sand [2,7] (see Table 5). Many coastal compartments rely on this longshore movement of sediment
(as inferred earlier) and if altered to a more cross-shore dominance, those with major obstacles fronting
the beach system (i.e., rocky reefs) or with no reserves of sediment stored on the lower shoreface
(both scenarios occurring at Woody Bay [6]) may experience exacerbated shoreline recession [7].
In addition, the impact of incident storms (especially from the E to NE) may further erode these systems,
because instead of storing eroded sands out in the nearshore, for calmer waves to bring it back, they
are being lost (or leaked) into downdrift compartments (as is the case for Woody Bay, [2] and Table 5).
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Table 7. NSW foredune environments that have receded (to varying degrees) over time, as well as the
total volume change of each system over the study period, the compartment types, total Drift Potential
(and RDP) as well as the proposed cause for this behaviour.
Beach Name
(Orientation)
Volume Change
(m3 m−1)
Wave
Alignment Leakiness
Total DP
(RDP) Cause
Ocean-Umina Beach
(148) −120.03 Embayed Closed 83 (74.7) Obstacles; Ebb tide delta
Cuttagee Beach (85) −130.43 Embayed Leaky 6 (3.8) Position in comp.
Culburra Beach (69) −130.54 Embayed Leaky? 31 (16.8) Position in comp./orientation/longshore
Letitia Spit Beach (61) −159.56 Drift-aligned Leaky 86 (56.3) Sand bypassing
Seven Mile (Lennox Hd)
Beach (106) −170.35 Drift-aligned Leaky 109 (78.1) Position in comp./longshore
Bonville Beach (116) −201.92 Drift-aligned Leaky 20 (6.2) Position in comp./longshore
Warilla Beach (106) −278.21 Embayed Closed? 35 (17.0) Training Wall/Humanimpact
Brunswick Heads – Sth
(71) −288.25 Drift-aligned? Leaky 95 (61.4)
Rotation/Position in
comp./orientation
Woody Bay Beach (23) −436.93 Embayed Leaky? 12 (8.4) Position incomp./orientation/obstacles
The location of beach systems at the southern end of a secondary compartment has also been
proposed as a contributing factor to beach and dune erosion [2]. Seven Mile (Lennox Head) and
Brunswick South (Byron Bay) have previously been noted as erosional “hot spots” and this study has
confirmed this (Table 3). Both of these sites have deficient longshore sediment budgets. Lennox Head
is owing to sand trapped by the updrift Ballina river training walls and Byron Bay is probably because
of sand loss to the subaqueous spit off Cape Byron [78]. Culburra Beach, on the south coast, is not
located in the most southern area of the coastal compartment, but does have a NE orientation, no
fluvial features, and has a major barrier to longshore drift occurring just south of it (e.g., the Beecroft
Peninsular/headland and Penguin Head immediately south of the beach) [20,69], which is probably
causing a deficient longshore sediment budget. The presence of a large rocky reef fronting this whole
Culburra system ([88]) could also act as an obstacle to any offshore sand supplies, further exacerbating
the deficit sediment budget occurring there.
Those foredunes classified as the “stable-receding 2” type (Table 7, orange colour), even though
they have substantially less sand in the system (when compared to past conditions), may still be in a state
of recovery (e.g., from the intense storm impacts or sand mining), rather than a deficit (Figure 12B,D).
Warilla Beach, for example, may eventually become a stable system, following construction of the Lake
Illawarra entrance training walls and the recent beach nourishment (2001 and 2007). The dunes have
sequestered the nourished sand into the northern vegetated foredunes (Figure 12) (also see [89] for
more information on Warilla Beach). The southern section has recently had the buried seawall exposed
again, following an intense storm event in 2016 (described in [33]).
5.4. Comparison with Wider Classifications, Conceptual Models, and Studies
5.4.1. Barrier Types
Several interesting correlations can be observed when comparing the geologic evolutionary trends
of each site, particularly in relation to barrier type (as introduced in Table 2; i.e., prograded, stationary,
or receded), although they still do not clearly explain the spatial nature of the foredune behaviours
occurring in NSW. Table 8 shows each study site with its appropriate barrier type and resultant decadal
foredune behaviour. It is clear that the majority of the prograded barriers continued gaining sand over
the study period, with the exception of Brunswick Heads south, Bonville, and Ocean- Umina. It is also
interesting to note that the sites that form part of prograded barriers accreted by extending seaward
through the deposition of incipient foredunes, even at some sites that were deemed stable (i.e., Tathra
and Merimbula). These progradational systems still formed new incipient dunes over the study period
(Table 8 and Figure 10), despite not gaining large amounts of sand overall.
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Table 8. Foredune study sites by barrier type, foredune decadal behaviour, and volume changes.
Beach Name GeographicRegion Barrier Type
Foredune Behaviour
(Decadal)
Dune Volume
Change (m3 m−1)
Brunswick Hds - Nth Far North Prograded Prograding (multiple) +164.47
Brunswick Hds - Sth Receding −288.25
Boambee - whole Bch Mid-North Prograded Prograding - stable (multiple) + 89.32
Boambee - Nth Prograding (multiple) +123.55
Bonville Mid-North Prograded Stable - receding 2 −201.92
Nine Mile (Tuncurry) Central Prograded Prograding (multiple) +194.33
Bennetts - Nth Central Prograded Prograding (multiple) +207.09
Bennetts - Sth Prograding (single) +117.31
Ocean - Umina Central Prograded Stable - receding 2 −120.03
Tathra Far South Prograded Stable (multiple) −9.66
Merimbula - Pambula Far South Prograded Stable (multiple) +31.83
Boydtown Far South Prograded Prograding (multiple) +123.77
Letitia Spit Far North Stationary Stable - receding 2 −159.56
Tallows Far North Stationary Prograding (single) +235.15
Corindi - Arrawarra -Nth Mid-North Stationary Stable - receding 1 −72.36
Corindi - Arrawarra - Sth Stable - receding 1 −49.11
Seven Mile (Booti Booti) Central Stationary Stable +31.56
Palm Beach South Stationary Prograding - Stable (single) +81.93
Woonona - Bellambi South Stationary Stable +52.42
Perkins - Windang South Stationary Prograding (both) +123.11
Warilla South Stationary Stable - receding 2 −278.21
Bombo South Stationary Stable +24.80
Cuttagee Far South Stationary Stable - receding 2 −130.43
Seven Mile (Lennox Hd) Far North Receded Receding −170.35
Woody Bay Far North Receded Receding −436.93
Ocean View Mid-North Receded Stable +9.32
Delicate Nobby Mid-North Receded Prograding (both) +108.74
Dee Why South Receded Stable +40.65
Bulli South Receded Stable +62.45
Culburra South Receded Receding −130.54
Those sites that form part of stationary barriers were all generally stable over the decadal study
period (Table 8). Three stationary barrier sites prograded over the study period and, interestingly, they
only accreted by growing vertically in place (see Palm Beach for example, Figure 8). The sites that
were part of receded barriers all typically receded or remained stable over the decadal study period,
with one exception, Delicate Nobby. Delicate Nobby prograded over this study, by building vertically
and then extending seaward with the deposition of an incipient foredune.
These findings indicate that barrier type might be an important feature contributing to the foredune
evolutionary behaviours experienced over the past 70 years. The conditions that were present during
the barrier development may still be apparent and impacting how foredunes currently develop in NSW.
For example, prograded barriers may still have stores of sand in the offshore, which are still being
reworked onto the coast, while receded barriers may be in settings that are no longer receiving a supply
of sand. To really discover what is causing these beach-foredune behaviors in NSW, very detailed
studies are required at each individual system, including both onshore and offshore investigations, as
well as how sediment moves laterally along the coast.
5.4.2. Foredune Conceptual Model and Other Studies
The foredune behaviour, observed within this study, generally conformed to the evolutionary
styles proposed in the conceptual model produced by Hesp [14], and illustrated in Figure 1. Foredunes
found on prograding coastlines extended seaward as incipient foredunes and/or grew vertically in
place. Stable foredunes were those that remained within +/−50 m3 m−1 of their initial volume and
managed to slowly recover from storm impacts. Those foredunes in recession have retreated landwards
and/or have reduced in height or width. Upon closer examination of the conceptual model and the
observed dune behaviours, some subtle differences can be seen and these are illustrated in Figure 13.
For prograding shorelines (top row, Figure 13), foredunes were found to build vertically (top
right side, t1–t3), until a particular height (or volume) was reached, then extended seaward as an
incipient dune/s (top right, t4–t7). This transition period, from building vertically to laterally seaward,
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has been attributed to a change in littoral sediment supply, sea level, beach progradation, and/or
vegetation controls (i.e., cover, species) [30]. Intermittent storm impacts can interrupt these progradation
behaviours (right, t5–t6), but with sufficient sediment supply to the beach, as well as favorable wind
and wave conditions, the dune accretion has continued, as observed at Brunswick Heads Beach (North)
(Figure 6), Tathra Beach (Figure 10), Bengello Beach [32], Boydtown and Wonboyn Beach [18], and
Long Beach Peninsula foredunes (USA) [3,90].
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Figure 13. Comparison of the foredune conceptual model produced by Hesp [14] and the general
dune trends observed in this study. The top row shows foredune behaviour on prograding coastlines
(NSW e.g., Brunswick Heads Beach, north), the centre shows dune behaviour on stable coastlines
(NSW e.g., Palm Beach), and t e bottom row illustrates how t se behave on receding shorelines (NSW
e.g., Brunswick Heads Beach, south) (based on [14]). Note arrows indicates the direction of net sand
accumulation and the “t” symbols represent an element of time, where t1 is the earliest time step and t7
is the most recent.
Dune behaviour on stable coastlines is less well understood and in NSW, generally, the dune
volume fluctuated around a constant value, eroding during storm events, and then recovering, but
at a slower rate. In contrast to the Hesp model (Figure 1), dune changes generally occurred within
the incipient foredune (Figure 13, center row), however there were cases where the established dune
also changed morphology too (see Figure 13, middle row, right side, t3–t7). During storm events the
incipient dune would erode back, sometimes to the foot of the established dune (right, t2–t3 or t6–t7),
while during recovery phases, the incipient dune was rebuilt (right, t3–t6) and/or the established dune
recovered vertically (see Figure 13, middle row). Similar foredune behaviour has been observed in
Canada (see Figure 4 in [30]), with an established foredune system maintaining a stable volume and
recovering from intermittent storm impacts, but this system generally recovered vertically, rather than
depositing an incipient dune seaward.
Those foredunes found on receding coastlines in NSW deviated the most from the styles outlined
in the Hesp model. Rather than the established dune crest migrating landwards (as shown in
Figure 1d,e and Figure 13, bottom left), the receding dunes observed in this study remained stationary.
The incipient dune was generally lost first (bottom right side, t1–t3), then the erosion slowly continued
into the established dune, reducing the foredune width (bottom right, t3–t7). This was the case for
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both foredunes that had human settlement directly behind the established dune and those found with
a more natural hind dune zone (i.e., nothing obstructing the landward migration of the established
dune but vegetation). Continual monitoring of these receding sites would be needed to determine if
a blowout would form once the foredune reached a critical eroded limit. In addition to monitoring
receding sites, several sites from all the foredune behaviours could be investigated in much more detail,
including major on- and offshore studies, to understand not only how the foredunes are changing, but
also what is causing those changes.
6. Conclusions
NSW foredunes have undergone some significant changes over time. This study has shown how,
over the past seventy years, NSW foredunes have exhibited considerable spatial variation, ranging
from accretion/aggradation to recession. Many of these changes are in response to natural processes,
whereas others are direct impacts from human actions. The various foredune behaviours did have a
clear spatial distribution, where the prograded sites tended to occur in the north-central areas of the
state, whereas the stable systems were generally found in the southern regions. The receding sites
had no spatial distribution and more detailed investigations should occur to determine what might be
causing this behaviour.
Foredunes that prograded/accreted over the study period have predominantly extended seaward
as new incipient foredunes, rather than growing vertically in place. They gained a maximum of
235 m3 m−1 of sand volume over the study period, which equates to a rate of 2.5 m3 m−1 y−1 (FVCR).
The potential for sediment transport at each site ranged from 18–133 v.u. The majority of the prograded
sites occur in the northern part of the state and are found within closed drift- or swash-aligned sediment
compartments. This indicates that longshore and/or offshore supplies of sand could be playing larger
roles in supplying sand to the beachface, which is then transported into the dunes at these sites.
The foredunes that have remained stable over the past 70 years are those that, on average, have
remained within +/−50 m3 m−1 of their starting volume, which equates to roughly +/−1.5 m3 m−1 y−1
(FVCR), and have recovered from various storm impacts experienced along the NSW coast over the
study period. The majority of these sites occur behind embayed beaches and are found within leaky
sediment compartments, or those that have estuarine sinks. Most of these sites are found within the
central to southern half of the state, which are areas that commonly have headlands present to form
embayed beach compartments.
Those foredune environments that have eroded over time have retreated landwards and/or
reduced in height or width. Over the study period, sites lost up to −437 m3 m−1 of sand volume,
which equates to a maximum erosion rate of −6.3 m3 m−1 y−1 (FVCR). There was no clear spatial trend
occurring for receded sites, as they were found all along the NSW coastline. There were some that
were found in compartments that had a more east-northeasterly orientation (e.g., 23–71◦), were the
southernmost beach in a secondary compartment, were in the negative phase of beach rotation and
had obstacles to sand supply (i.e., rocky reefs), or were being impacted by humans (i.e., the installation
of river training walls and sand bypassing systems or coastal management programs). There was no
single cause identified. Overall, this study has shown that NSW foredunes have undergone substantial
recent changes and, by understanding their past history, will provide better insight into how they can
be managed into the future.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Aerial photo records and detailed dates.
BCH No.
(NSW): BEACH NAME:
GEO.
REGION:
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS: LiDAR (LPI)
HISTORIC
AERIAL
PHOTOS
2 Letitia Spit Far North 14 10 07 04 99 85 71 62 47 06.03.2014 06.07.2014
12.03.2007
21.07.1999
26.02.1985
10.05.1971
01.08.1962
04.01.1955
27.05.1947
11 Brunswick Hds -North Far North
13 10 07 99 94 91 87 84 83
76 74 73 71 66 58 54 47 28.08.2010 06.09.2012
11 Brunswick Hds -South
13 12 10 07 04 99 96 94 91
87 77 73 58 47 11.01.2010
26.06.2004
19.05.1994
21.07.1991
06.08.1987
31.08.1984
02.12.1976
30.07.1974
17.04.1973
22.09.1966
12.10.1958
27.05.1947
16 Tallows Far North 13 12 10 04 99 84 76 7366/67 58 28.08.2010 11.01.2010
05.09.1999
31.08.1984
03.06.1973
10.02.1966
27.05.1947
21 Seven Mile(Lennox Hd) Far North 13 99 94 91 83 76 67 58 47 26.06.2010 05.09.1999
12.06.1994
21.07.1991
27.07.1981
02.12.1976
29.05.1967
22.10.1958
27.05.1947
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Table A1. Cont.
BCH No.
(NSW): BEACH NAME:
GEO.
REGION:
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS: LiDAR (LPI)
HISTORIC
AERIAL
PHOTOS
36 Woody Bay Far North 10 06 04 00 96 90 87 79 7371 69 66 58 42 19.03.2010 11.01.2010
10.08.2000
30.06.1996
01.01.1987
23.03.1979
20.06.1971
24.08.1966
11.07.1958
20.08.1942
83 Corindi/Arrawarra- North Mid-North 06 96 81 74 73 64 21.09.2013 26.11.2006
83 Corindi/Arrawarra- South 93 88 83 81 74 64 56 43 28.07.2004
17.06.1993
09.05.1988
26.10.1981
23.06.1974
12.08.1964
26.04.1956
11.03.1943
85 Ocean View Mid-North 04 00 96 93 88 81 74 73 6456 43 21.09.2013 26.07.2004
17.05.2000
17.06.1993
09.05.1988
21.05.1974
12.08.1964
26.04.1956
11.03.1943
113 Boambee - wholeBch Mid-North 93 86 77 69 42 21.09.2013 04.05.2013
113 Boambee - North 13 07 04 00 96 93 86 74 7369 42 11.01.2007
28.06.1996
31.08.1983
01.01.1981
01.01.1974
06.04.1969
04.05.1954
23.04.1942
115 Bonville Mid-North 07 96 81 74 73 64 17.12.2009 11.01.2007
28.06.1996
04.11.1980
21.05.1974
01.08.1964
04.05.1954
154 Delicate Nobby Mid-North 09 00 96 88 81 72 67 02.11.2009 12.12.2009
15.05.2000
31.05.1996
23.04.1988
29.06.1981
02.12.1976
06.04.1974
30.06.1972
01.01.1967
04.11.1942
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Table A1. Cont.
BCH No.
(NSW): BEACH NAME:
GEO.
REGION:
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS: LiDAR (LPI)
HISTORIC
AERIAL
PHOTOS
195 Nine Mile(Tuncurry) Central Coast 13 08 01 94 86 80 74 72 63 18.08.2012 21.04.2006
24.09.2001
18.09.1999
08.02.1997
22.06.1994
22.06.1986
13.01.1980
08.08.1974
24.09.1972
01.11.1963
01.10.1952
204 Seven Mile (Booti) Central Coast 08 97 86 73 63 09.06.2013 27.05.2008
24.09.2001
18.09.1999
22.08.1997
22.06.1986
05.07.1980
26.11.1977
12.05.1973
09.09.1972
01.11.1963
01.09.1952
223 Bennett’s - North Central Coast 08 06 01 96 91 86 80 72 18.08.2012 05.12.2012
223 Bennett’s - South 13 08 01 94 83 74 63 51
297 Ocean - Umina Central Coast 11 08 01 96 93 86 78 77 7471 70 64 61 41 10.05.2011 13.09.2011
02.05.2008
30.05.1996
01.01.1986
01.01.1978
01.01.1974
01.01.1964
01.01.1941
300 Palm Beach Central Coast 11 08 01 96 88 79 74 70 6551 13.05.2011 31.12.2011
03.07.2008
13.09.2001
30.05.1996
10.03.1988
14.04.1979
19.06.1974
23.09.1965
01.05.1951
01.01.1941
314 Dee Why Central Coast 01 99 96 90 85 76 74 65 61 10.04.2013 09.09.2001
20.06.1999
19.04.1993
18.08.1986
19.06.1974
08.06.1961
01.05.1951
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BCH No.
(NSW): BEACH NAME:
GEO.
REGION:
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS: LiDAR (LPI)
HISTORIC
AERIAL
PHOTOS
366 Bulli South 05 93 84 74 72 61 24.04.2013 19.01.2005
20.05.1993
24.10.1984
19.06.1974
01.07.1972
14.07.1961
01.05.1951
379 Perkins/Windang South 14 07 99 88 74 61 24.04.2013 11.10.2014
24.03.2007
20.02.1999
09.03.1988
29.12.1974
07.07.1961
19.12.1948
380 Warilla South 14 11 07 01 88 82 74 73 6661 48 08.03.2011 11.10.2014
13.05.2011
24.03.2007
15.04.2001
20.02.1999
01.01.1988
29.03.1974
07.07.1961
11.01.1955
23.10.1948
389 Bombo South 14 01 96 93 86 79 71 63 48 08.03.2011 11.10.2014
13.05.2011
15.04.2001
23.07.1996
29.01.1993
21.04.1986
29.06.1981
28.07.1977
29.12.1974
27.11.1971
06.07.1950
06.06.1949
402 Culburra South 14 05 93 78 69 61 49 17.12.2010 19.01.2005
01.05.1993
07.03.1984
30.07.1978
29.12.1974
08.01.1969
21.09.1961
04.04.1949
633 Cauttagee Far South 14 11 07 01 99 93 88 86 8079 77 71 63 44 27.03.2013 10.01.2014
15.05.2011
31.03.2001
02.05.1993
24.10.1988
30.09.1980
26.11.1977
23.03.1971
18.09.1963
12.02.1944
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Table A1. Cont.
BCH No.
(NSW): BEACH NAME:
GEO.
REGION:
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS: LiDAR (LPI)
HISTORIC
AERIAL
PHOTOS
659 Tathra Far South 14 11 07 99 93 88 80 75 7266 57 44 13.03.2013 12.01.2014
15.05.2011
27.03.2007
02.05.1993
24.10.1988
21.12.1980
08.09.1975
24.05.1966
01.05.1957
03.03.1944
671 Merimbula/Pambula Far South 14 11 07 01 93 89 79 77 7572 62 13.03.2013 10.01.2014
16.05.2011
27.03.2007
02.05.1993
28.02.1989
29.01.1979
08.09.1975
23.07.1962
692 Boydtown Far South 14 11 07 99 86 79 64 11.03.2013 10.01.2014
27.03.2007
26.01.1999
19.05.1993
03.09.1986
24.01.1979
06.04.1964
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